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One day Momo was walking in the forest. He
saw something on the ground. It was small
and shiny.

“What is it?” thought Momo.
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Momo smelt the air . He could only smell
grass, flowers and bananas. The thing did
not smell. He sat down and looked at it. It
did not move.

“What is it?” thought Momo and he touched
it with his hand. The thing did not move.
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Then Momo jumped at the thing. It did not
move. It did not shout. Momo picked it up
and put it near his face. He looked at it.

“Pretty, pretty, pretty...” he said.

Momo danced round the thing. Then he put
it near his face again.

“Pretty, pretty, very pretty,” he said.

Pretty,
     pretty.
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Momo was very happy.

“I must show it to the elephant,” he said.

The elephant was eating leaves when
Momo found him.

“Look what I have,” Momo said.
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Momo put the thing in front
of the elephant’s  big face.

“Isn’t it pretty?” said
Momo

The elephant put his head down and looked
at the thing.

“Oh, oh,” said the elephant. “There is a big
snake there. You bad monkey.”

And he walked into the forest making an angry
noise.
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Momo looked at the thing again.
“Pretty thing, pretty thing,” he said. “There’s
no snake here. Why did the elephant see a
snake?”
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Momo went to Dorji’s field. He saw a pig
eating maize. “I must show it to the pig,” he
said. Momo ran to the pig.

“Look at what I have,” he said. “Stop eating
and look at my pretty thing.”
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“What have you got there?” asked the pig.
“Is it good? Can I eat it?”

“No you cannot eat it but look, it’s very pretty.”

The pig looked at the thing.
“Oh,  oh,  you  bad  monkey. It is very ugly.”
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Momo looked at the thing again. It was the
same pretty thing. Why were the elephant and
the pig angry?
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Grrr
Grrr

Then there was a  loud noise.  Momo looked
behind him. It was a tiger.
“Grrr,” said the tiger. “What have you got,
small monkey? Give it to me or I will eat you.
Grrr.”
The tiger made his most  frightening face
and his most frightening sound.
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Momo picked up the pretty thing and put it
near the tiger’s face. The tiger looked at it.

“Ah, ah, ah...” said the tiger. “What a face...
how frightening.”

The tiger turned and ran away.
“Why is the tiger frightened of my pretty
thing?” said Momo. He looked in the thing
and again he saw his pretty face.
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Momo went to his tree. He climbed up and
sat beside an old monkey called Dhendup.

“Dhendup,” he said, “look at my pretty thing.
Isn’t it pretty?”

Dhendup looked at it but said nothing.

“Tell me,” said Momo, “why was the elephant
angry when he saw it? Why was the pig
angry? Why was the tiger frightened?”
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Momo put his head beside the old monkey’s
head and they looked at the thing. Momo saw
two monkey faces.
“It is a mirror ,” said Dhendup. “When you
looked at it you saw your face. That was the
pretty thing you saw. The elephant looked at
it and saw his nose. He thought it was a
snake. The pig saw his ugly face. The tiger
saw his face and was very frightened.”

Momo and the old monkey sat in the tree
and laughed and laughed and laughed.

The old monkey thought and then he said,
“Look here, Momo.”
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Walking through the
jungle,
What did I see?
A big tiger roaring
At me, me, me!
Walking through the
jungle,
What did I see?
A baby monkey laughing
At me, me, me!
Walking through the
jungle,
What did I see?
A slippery snake hissing
At me, me, me!
Walking through the
jungle,
What did I see?
A wild pig snorting
At me, me me!
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